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1. Motivation
The constant advancement of information systems allows more data to be generated and
stored. The Internet, for example, consists of millions of computing devices, each one
of them generates, stores and transmits countless data. Clearly, the Internet is going
in the direction of the ubiquitous computing paradigm, which, as envisioned in Mark
Weiser’s classic paper [Weiser 1999], allows any person, anywhere, at any time to interact
with the environment. An important aspect to achieve this vision is the Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN) that is a special type of ad hoc network, designed to collect data from
the environment and provide such information to the final user.

Clearly, there will be an increase in the amount of data collected from the most
diverse scenarios. Currently, there are studies on data fromphone calls, online social net-
works, railroads, Internet websites, citation networks, movies and actors, sports leagues
and many others. From these studies we now know how people link websites in their
homepages and how communities of people evolve over time. Itis fascinating that behind
the names and numbers registered in all these data, we see thereflection of the environ-
ment itself, i.e, there is a decision made by some entity. Therefore, the knowledge of
how to process this invaluable evolving dataset can lead to abetter understanding of the
interests and dynamics of each entity in a determined system, community or in the society.

In this work, we focus on systems that are made up of entities capable of inter-
acting among themselves in a autonomous way, reflecting their interests and activity dy-
namics. We call these systemsDecision-based Complex Networks (DBCNs)comprised of
entities, nodes or agents. A DBCN is a special type of complex network [Newman 2003]
that contains nodes capable of making autonomous decisions, which are guided mainly
by their personal motivations. For instance, social networks formed from friendship ties
or work collaborations are DBCNs, since nodes of these networks have decision power
to create edges. However, semantic networks are not DBCNs, since the edges creation is
guided, in these cases, by a central process.

As a complex network, DBCNs have a large number of vertices and edges that
exhibit a pattern, such as communities or highly connected vertices, called hubs. While
in a simple network with at most hundreds of nodes the human eye is a tool of consider-
able power, in a complex network, this approach is useless. Thus, to study, analyze and
characterize complex networks, fast statistical methods and algorithms are necessary.

2. Objectives
This thesis aims at analyzing the behavior of agents of DBCNs. We observe real and
hypothetical scenarios where environmental and social decisions play an important role



on the network evolution and on the way the agents interact. When we fully understand
the motivations behind the actions of the agents, we are ableto devise techniques to
model, predict and control the behavior of diverse and largeDBCNs and of their agents.
Figure 1 shows the main objectives of the thesis:

1. Modeling. Our goal is to design models that can accurately represent the behavior
of agents in a DBCN, leading to a better understanding of the system;

2. Predicting. Upon understanding the reasons behind the decisions of agents, we
want to understand how the system will evolve;

3. Controlling. Once we know how the system will behave, we design control mech-
anisms to make the agents to act according to a determined goal.

Figure 1. Thesis summary. Given a DBCN scenario, we model the behavior of agents and,
from this, we predict their behavior. After that, we design control mechanisms so agents
can act according to a determined goal and, thus, change the system. New modeling and
predicting efforts should be made in the new system to better control its behavior.

Based on local decisions made by agents, we investigate the global evolution of
the system to tackle a vast and diverse number of applications. In the thesis, we study
significantly different types of network systems and propose different applications for all
of them, based on the knowledge of the behavior of their agents. Thus, all the analyzed
networks have in common the fact that agents are capable of: (i) making autonomous
decisions, and (ii) interacting with other agents, together with the fact that their evolution
significantly depends on how these decisions are made.

3. Contributions

First, we present a compact analysis of all three aspects of DBCNs we tackle in the thesis
(modeling, prediction and control) using three real-worlddatasets of user mobility activ-
ity (Chapter 3). Next, we focus on modeling communication networks (Chapter 4). We
propose models for the individual behavior of users and, from this, we propose applica-
tions for data summarization, anomaly detection and network monitoring. Next, we focus
on predicting competitive networks of sports leagues such as the National Basketball As-
sociation and the Major League Baseball (Chapter 5). We propose a prediction model to
identify likely teams to win/fail in a following season. Finally, we focus on controlling,
investigating decision making in a scenario where WSNs are deployed at the same region
and interact among themselves to request or share computational resources (Chapter 6).
Using game theory, we model the cooperation problem, and present a control application
that is a protocol to allow cooperation.



3.1. Mobility Networks

The main characteristic of DBCNs is that the interactions between their entities are, usu-
ally, a consequence of semi-rational decisions. We say “usually” and “semi-rational” deci-
sions because any system is subject to random events and irrational choices. Most interac-
tions in DBCNs arise from conscious decisions made by their entities and their evolution
is significantly different from the evolution of random networks [Erd̋os and Ŕenyi 1960].
Thus, while in DBCNs the edges are created from semi-rational decisions, which tend to
be regular and to repeat themselves, in arandom network edges are created independently
of the attributes of the nodes, i.e., the probability of connecting two nodes is constant.

Based on this point, we propose aRandom rElationship ClASsifier sTrategy(RE-
CAST) to classify relationships among users to spot random events in DBCNs. RECAST
examines how a real system evolves if users’ decisions were random. We use the tem-
poral graph originated from the real network dataset and itsrandom counterpart to tell
apart edges representing random events from those created by actual social relationships,
such as friendship or professional interactions. By comparing both graphs in terms of
metrics reflecting a pair of major social features, i.e., frequent user encounters and shared
acquaintances, RECAST provides a simple yet very effective way of classifying contacts.

RECAST’s classification allows us to observe many differencesin the evolution
of relationships when applied to three real-world datasetsdescribing user mobility activ-
ity in city and campus networking scenarios. In fact, diversities are due to the intrinsic
features of each networking scenario of interest. For instance, we show that the dataset
describing the movement of cab drivers in San Francisco (USA) [Piorkowski et al. 2011,
Piorkowski et al. 2009] has mostly non-social properties, which makes its graph represen-
tation similar to a random network. The same is not true for people moving in a campus.
However, different campuses yield dissimilar interactiondynamics as well.

In summary, wemodeled mobility traces into a DBCN of encounters and, from
it, we proposed the RECAST. The clear classification of user relationships provided by
RECAST immediately leveraged subsequent analyses. We showedthat encounters be-
tween two individuals who share a social relationship are easier topredict. Moreover, we
showed how it is possible to design acontrol application to efficiently disseminate data
throughout the network using only two out of the four possible edge classes.

3.2. Communication Networks

As we show in the thesis, modeling agents of this type of network is extremely challeng-
ing. Human communication patterns are likely to change as the technological and cultural
aspects of society change. For instance, the typical duration of a phone call involving two
fixed phones is probably different from the one involving twomobile phones. Therefore,
we use this challenging scenario in the study of modeling in DBCNs.

We analyze the rate in which two social agents communicate and the duration of
their communication. First, we analyze the size of the communication flows (duration of
phone calls), and we show how a good modeling effort can lead to a wide variety of ap-
plications. In summary, we tackle the following problem: given a large amount of phone
records, what is the best way to summarize the calling behavior of a user? We analyze
the duration of hundreds of million calls and we propose theTruncated Lazy Contractor
(TLAC) model to describe how long are the durations of phone calls of a single user. Thus,
the TLAC models the Calls Duration Distribution (CDD) of a userand is parsimonious,



having only two parameters, theefficiencycoefficientρ and theweaknesscoefficientβ.
We show that the TLAC model was the best alternative to model the CDD of users of our
dataset, mainly because it has a heavier tail and head than the log-normal distribution,
which is the most commonly used distribution to model CDDs [Guo et al. 2007].

We also suggest the use of TLAC parameters as a better way to summarize the calls
duration behavior of a user. We propose theMetaDist to model the population of users
who have a determined calls duration behavior. TheMetaDistis the meta-distribution of
theρi andβi parameters of each useri’s CDD and, when its isocontours are visualized,
its shape is surprisingly similar to a bivariate Gaussian distribution. This fascinating reg-
ularity, observed in a significantly noisy data, makes theMetaDista potential distribution
to be explored in the direction of better understanding the call behavior of mobile users.

In the analysis of the inter-event times between communications, we considered
several scenarios. Current literature has seemingly contradictory results for the marginal
distribution of the inter-event times. Some studies claim good fits with power laws; others
with “non-homogeneous” Poisson processes. We did an elaborate modeling that uses the
knowledge of these models together with new observations inreal data to propose the
Self-Feeding Process (SFP) that matches very well the properties of marginals of several
large, diverse and real communication datasets (phone calls, SMSs, e-mails, and online
forum). More important, it unifies existing theories on human communication dynamics,
exhibits power law tail behavior, burstiness, as well as locally-Poisson behavior. It is
based on a novel discovery reported in the thesis that there is a strong, positive correlation
between successive inter-event times. Finally, it is extremely parsimonious, using at most
two parameters.

3.3. Competitive Networks

In competitive networks, agents of the system compete amongthemselves for a reward or
limited resources. Some examples are networks of workers looking for job positions, e.g.
LinkedIn, and in professional sports leagues. In these cases, the organizations, companies
or teams want to sign up the best agents, workers or players, for the lowest possible cost
and, by their turn, these agents want to receive the maximum possible salary. Moreover,
either organizations or agents want the organizations to grow, that is, expand in the market
or win titles in their leagues. This scenario presents several conflicts of interests that may
unveil interesting observations over the social agents of this type of network.

In the thesis, we analyze the network formed from the teams and players of sports
leagues. We start with the NBA and its 63 first years of existence. In the modeling stage,
we view the NBA as a complex network in evolution. Then, in theprediction stage, we
develop metrics that are correlated with the behavior of NBAteams, taking into account
only the social and work relationship among players, coaches and teams. Then, based on
these metrics, we propose models to predict how well a team will perform in the following
season. We also evaluate the prediction models on the Major League Baseball dataset and
the NetForY, one of our proposed models, performs surprisingly well on both datasets.

3.4. Wireless Sensor Networks

Finally, we analyze DBCNs formed only by computers. In this type of network, agents
can be modeled as social nodes with decision capabilities [Vaz de Melo et al. 2011b]. The



main aspect in this network is that in computer networks agents do not make irrational
decisions due to the “trembling hand” effect [Fudenberg andTirole 1991]. This means
that decisions performed by agents are to maximize their utility and nothing else, acting
in a pure selfish way, and irrational decisions made by jitteror similar causes do not exist.

We consider a scenario where distinct WSNs with different owners are deployed
at the same place. In this scenario, there is the possibilitythat a sensor of a network
cooperates with a sensor of another network. When two WSNs share their sensor nodes
in the execution of some activity in a intelligent way, both networks may improve their
operabilities and perform their activities in a more efficient way. Despite being obvious
and simple, this idea brings with it many implications that hinder cooperation between
networks. Whereas a WSN has a rational and selfish character, itwill only cooperate with
another WSN if it provides services that justify the cooperation.

In this specific chapter, we again tackle the three aspects ofDBCNs we an-
alyze in the thesis: modeling, prediction and control. First, we model the prob-
lem of cooperation among different WSNs using game theory that is an interest-
ing technique to model conflicting situations among two or more rational and selfish
agents [Fudenberg and Tirole 1991]. In computer networks, decisions and metrics of util-
ity (e.g., throughput and latency) are computationally well defined, and, thus, game theory
can be a powerful tool to model the behavior of social agents,which can be predicted in
advance. From this knowledge, we can design incentive mechanisms to control their be-
haviors.

4. Discussion

In the thesis, we analyzed the behavior of rational agents indifferent Decision-
based Complex Networks (DBCNs). We showed that the decisions made by
agents of DBCNs have a crucial role in the evolution of the network. We
also presented techniques to model, predict and control theevolution of such net-
works. Based on the analysis of the mobility networks, we published a pa-
per in SBRC’12 [Vaz de Melo et al. 2012a]. Based on the analysis in commu-
nication networks, we published a paper in PKDD’10 [Vaz de Melo et al. 2010]
and in SDM’11 [Vaz de Melo et al. 2011a]. Based on the analysis in competi-
tive networks, we published a paper in KDD’08 [Vaz de Melo et al. 2008b] and in
TKDD [Vaz de Melo et al. 2012b]. Finally, based on the analysis in WSNs, we published
a book chapter [Vaz de Melo et al. 2011b], a paper in MSWiM [Vazde Melo et al. 2008a]
and two papers in SBRC [Vaz de Melo et al. 2008c, Vaz de Melo et al.2009]. Journal
versions covering the RECAST and the SFP model are being prepared.

It is important to point out the broad reach of the research performed in the thesis,
covering fields apparently disconnected such as data mining, WSNs, sports analytics,
human mobility dynamics, among others.
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